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Between Lady Gaga and Adam Driver, Jared Leto and Al Pacino, House of Gucci 
has plenty of star power, but the real scene stealer is actually the fabulous Villa 
Balbiano. Built in the 18th century, Villa Balbiano used to be known as a mansion 

of splendour where high society gathers for festivals, banquets and dances. So, for 
your next Italian rendezvous, remember to book your stay at the lavish Lake Como 
estate where the now-iconic villa stands. Bring your finest Gucci garbs and have a 

taste of the grandeur lifestyle of 90’s Italian opulence with a spectacular panoramic 
view to match. A single overnight stay will cost you around US$1,125. 
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A s we close the chapter on 2021, let us not forget 

how difficult the year has been. Amidst the 
pandemic, political turmoil, and the change of  
government, 2021 has been fairly challenging 
for many of  us. Nevertheless, not all hope is lost. 
As Maya Angelou once said: “When it looked 
like the sun wasn’t going to shine anymore, 
there’s a rainbow in the cloud.” So, despite the 

trials and tribulations throughout the year, always look to the bright 
side of  things. 

In this issue, we have the pleasure of  having Dato’ Sri Nazeri Omar, 
founder and CEO of  RF3 World SDN BHD gracing our magazine 
cover. The visionary businessman had gone through many ordeals 
before successfully establishing his brand name in the forefront of  the 
highly demanding world market. Although he has the world under his 
feet, never once did he forget his roots. Hidden behind the empire that 
Dato’ Sri Nazeri built, lies a long treacherous path and life lessons he 
gathered throughout his journey to success.

This issue also features five local designers, who carved a name for 
themselves in the industry through their unorthodox style in fashion. 
Bremen Wong, a brilliant artist who specialises in hats or headpieces 
made his marks as the country’s most sought-after milliner. Hatta 
Dolmat is a man on a mission to create awareness among Malaysians on 
sustainable fashion. We also have Ezuwan Ismail, a versatile designer 
who ventured into singing and has now set foot in the food business. 
Karl Shafek and Syahir Hamdan, the duo behind the contemporary 
Malaysian streetwear brand shares how they incorporate streetwear 
with high-fashion to become a cultural phenomenon. Lastly, we have 
Syomirizwa Gupta, who is one of  the most celebrated designers in the 
country. While business have been slow for these designers during the 
Covid-19 pandemic, they persevered on and have not stop creating art 
to present to the industry. 

Even in the face of  hardships, new businesses are sprouting. 
Embracing changes and overcoming challenges are part and parcel of  
running a business. This is even more evident during the pandemic. 
Seeing the changes, it leaves us room to think, is the conventional 
business model still relevant? How to survive, or rather, how to be at the 
top of  the game? As always, here at The CEO Malaysia, we are always 
welcome to new ideas. Feel free to email editor@theceomalaysia.com 
and share your thoughts with us.
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PAUL NEWMAN
Rolex Daytona

Actress Joanne Woodward gifted 
Rolex Daytona to her husband, Paul 
Newman in 1969. Newman took 
up racing that year and wore the 
Rolex during many races over the 
next 15 years. In 2017, the Phillips 
auction house in New York, sold the 
watch for US$17.8 million after only 
12 minutes of  bidding. Newman’s 
Rolex Daytona set a new record for 
the highest price ever achieved for a 
wristwatch at auction. The vintage 
Daytona 6239 is cherished by 
collectors for its intrinsic value where 
dealers sometimes ask US$250,000 
or more for examples that weren’t 
worn by Newman.

STEVE MCQUEEN
Tag Heuer Monaco

Steve McQueen lived a life full of  fast 
cars, motorbikes and timeless watches. 
As he prepared for his role in the 1971 
movie Le Mans about the titular 24-hour 
race, the wristwatch became one of  the 
most important elements in his portrayal 
as a racer. Little did he know that the 
watch’s 15 minutes of  screen time 
appearance cemented the Monaco’s icon 
status. Today, Monacos with McQueen’s 
signature blue and white dials are the 
most sought-after. Today, Tag Heuer 
Monaco from the McQueen edition 
(known as reference 1133b) typically sell 
for between US$18,725 and US$25,000. 
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BUZZ ALDRIN
Omega Speedmaster Professional 

When it comes to owning a classic watch, 
they don’t come more well-travelled than 
the Omega Speedmaster. In 1969, as part of  
Apollo 11, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin 
became the first and second men to walk 
on the surface of  the moon. Aldrin stepped 
onto the lunar surface wearing his Omega 
wristwatch, making the Speedmaster the first 
watch to be worn on the moon. Initially, NASA 
conducted a search for a reliable timepiece 
that astronauts can use in space and four 
watch brands were considered. After a series 
of  torturous tests done on the watches, only 
the Omega passed and eventually became 
the official watch of  NASA astronauts and 
remains so until today.

ELVIS PRESLEY 
Omega Constellation 

One of  the biggest highlights in the watch 
auction history was the much anticipated 
Omega Constellation that formerly belonged 
to the King of  Rock ‘n’ Roll, Elvis Presley. The 
bids for the highly sought-after timepiece quickly 
escalated to an incredible US$52,500, over five 
times its pre-sale estimate and a world record 
for the reference. The Elvis Presley Omega 
Constellation features the Cal. 504 manual 
winding chronometer movement with date, and 
is presented in a pink gold-capped stainless-
steel case, with gold decagonal crown and 
stainless-steel case back with pink gold-plated 
Constellation motif  at centre.

DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING 
Rolex Datejust

First launched in 1945, the Rolex Datejust is a model 
that has found itself  on the wrists of  many great and 
influential people over the decades. Martin Luther King 
Jr being one of  those great men, used to wear a 36mm 
Rolex Datejust 1601 with a champagne dial and fluted 
bezel on a jubilee bracelet, priced around US$8,500.00. 
The African American minister and activist was the most 
important spokesperson and leader in the civil rights 
movement from 1955 until his assassination in 1968 
and preached nonviolence inspired by the nonviolent 
activism of  India’s Mahatma Gandhi. King received his 
Rolex Datejust from the Nobel Prize committee as part 
of  his award and wore it proudly throughout his life.
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“There is no success without failure and losses.” 
This quote by famous American author and speaker 
John C. Maxwell clearly resonates with many of us 
who have been through highs and lows. Dato’ Sri 
Nazeri Omar, 49, founder and Chief Executive Of-
ficer of RF3 World Sdn Bhd has had his fair share 
of struggles before establishing his brand name in 
the forefront of the highly demanding world mar-
ket. “I’ve never been the kind who settles for less. I 
never restrict myself so I am aiming for the world’s 
open market,” says Dato’ Sri Nazeri as he pointed 
out at the world map spread across the wall behind 
his desk. 
 
With its high ceilings, marble walls and gold gilded 
furniture, RF3 World head office is truly a magnifi-
cent sight to behold. While Datin Sri Norhayate sat 
back and lovingly looked on, she was assertive that 
her husband should be doing all the talking. “I truly 
believe in him and I’m lending him my full support 
in every business decision that he makes.” Through 
thick and thin, Dato’ Sri Nazeri is lucky to have Datin 
Sri Norhayate as the family’s backbone. Raising 
two sons, Muhammad Nashreen Syazwan, 22, and 
Muhammad Nashrul Syazman, 20, she is already 
teaching them the tricks of the trade by letting the 
eldest run his own businesses, as Dato’ Seri Nazeri 
is hopeful that the boys will someday take over the 
family business.

Dato’ Sri Nazeri then gladly asked us to view a short 
video on his phone. In the clip, stood a low-rise 
structure in the middle of the manufacturing dis-
trict in Shanghai. “That’s our brand spanking new 
office in Shanghai. Our first ever,” he says with a 
grin. “It’s every company’s dream to enter the vast 
consumer market in China. You know how people 
keep saying, if you can conquer China, you can take 
on the world. It all started when a Chinese star up-
loaded a video of him reviewing our products and 
all of a sudden, we had a surge of demand from the 
Chinese consumers. How our business accelerated 

after that was perplexing. Finally, we had this oppor-
tunity and we’re not looking back,” says the charismat-
ic businessman, crediting his success penetrating the 
Indian market with multiple branches motivated him 
to pursue China.

Even though Dato’ Sri Nazeri might sometimes come 
off as a bit stern and unrelenting, he is actually a very 
nice person once you’ve warmed up to him. Down to 
earth, candid, full of humor. In our many conversa-
tions, he kept going back to his roots. About how he 
was brought up, the hardships and shared with us 
every life lesson that he learned along the way. “You 
want to know who is my inspiration? Tun Mahathir 
Mohamad. He first coined with a concept of ‘wawasan’, 
and now so do I. Tun is brilliant in a such that he carved 
his own path and he dared to explore the uncharted 
areas.”

TURNING HARDSHIP INTO GOLD
Dato’ Sri Nazeri Omar was born and raised in Felda 
Bukit Puchong, Pahang where the primary source of 
income for the dwellers are growing and harvesting 
palm oil. “I came from a poor family. After completing 
high school, I went to work at a factory and eventu-
ally climbed the corporate ladder.” However, his career 
was short-lived as he was eventually fired for starting 
a union to defend workers’ rights. Following the event, 
he went on to work part-time as an insurance agent, 
and it was then that he realized that he can sell his 
marketing skills. “I learnt how to deal with people and 
it was a much easier job than working at the palm oil 
plantation.”

However, despite his incredible achievement, Dato’ 
Sri Nazeri was not sated with his accomplishments. “I 
excelled within my first month, but this life is not the 
life I wanted. I wanted to start a business. Business is 
my passion. A person told me that if I was employed 
and earning a steady stream of monthly income, I 
could already estimate how much I am earning for the 
next ten years to come. Regardless of my potential, 
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TURN RF3 WORLD INTO 

A GIANT COMPANY 
AND TO BE THE 
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my earnings are fixed. In comparison with having my 
own business, the harder I work, the more I will yield.” 
Reminiscing about the past. Dato’ Sri Nazeri added 
that the burden of attending to his clients who bought 
insurance from him weighs on his shoulders heavily. 
Not long after, he left his job as an insurance agent.

Shortly afterwards, Dato’ Sri Nazeri pursued many 
businesses, among them was an import-export busi-
ness. He dived into the business without prior expe-
rience nor knowledge about the industry, and relied 
on his more experienced friends. However, this trust 
resulted in him being cheated. “The business seemed 
profitable. But it was never the case. It was one of the 
most distressing times in my life,” he added.

Following the saga, his life took a turn for the worse. It 
got to a point where he had to send his wife and child 
back to his hometown as he can no longer support 
his family. “We were evicted from our house and had 
my car repossessed. Although my family chipped in to 
help me financially, I do not want to constantly rely on 
them,” he shared. “Day in and day out I prayed to God 
and asked for His guidance. I even cried on the prayer 
mat,” Dato’ Sri Nazeri recalled. During this time of trials 
and tribulations, his passion for business was tested. 
He was torn between starting another business or re-
turning to being a white-collar worker.
His prayers were finally answered when a former cus-
tomer sought his help for cargo clearance. Following 
that, he got more clients and developed his business 
further. However, for a small business owner, it was 
hard to compete with big players in the industry. The 
challenges of running this business proved to be too 
stressful for him. He eventually closes his company af-
ter two years. RF3, acronym for Revolution and Firm, 
while 3 stands for the three elements the company is 
built upon: beauty, health, and luxury. In addition to 
that, Dato’ Sri Nazeri is fond of the number 3. By using 
RF3 as his company name, the company emphasized 
on creating and placing importance in enhancing skin 
firmness. 

Dato’ Sri Nazeri has his fair share of working for multi-
level marketing companies, which ultimately led him 
to found RF3 World. With a diverse team with expe-
riences ranging from medical to law, RF3 launched 
its first product, Firmax 3, which is a natural lifting 
cream. Not only is it the first product by RF3 World, it is 
also the first of its kind in Malaysia to use therapeutic 
methods derived from natural plants. The plants are 
sourced from various countries and processed using 
Nanotechnology to strengthen the skin.

In line with the company’s motto, “Let Your Beauty 
Shine Inside Out”, RF3 World products are not limited 
to external use only, but some can be consumed to 
beautify your body inside and out. It has proven to 
be effective in the short term. Other products include 
SoulMax3 and O2Max3. SoulMax3 is a health beverage 
that uses a combined technology from six countries to 
improve the dead cells and act as an antioxidant while 
O2Max3 is a serum that brightens the skin by using 
oxygen, which will infuse with the serum to clean, re-
pair, and whiten the face. This product is effective for 
anti-ageing and to counter many other skin problems.

 Since RF3 World’s inception, it has been expanding 
bigger than ever. The company has left its mark in 
almost all corners of the world. Under Dato’ Sri Naz-
eri leadership, the company has penetrated countries 
such as Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore, and Brunei.

“In order to penetrate the oversea market, you have 
to be successful in your home country first.” Dato’ Sri 
Nazeri said that it took a year for RF3 World to make a 
name in Malaysia and build a solid foundation in the 
local market. To conquer the market is Dato’ Sri Nazeri’s 
raison d’être. “I am an anxious person, and I made it 
my mission to turn RF3 World into a giant company 
and to be the trendsetter. I want to conquer the mar-
ket. To do that, I cannot be an in-house boss,” he said.

Currently, they have 500 stockist centers in Thailand. 
Nonetheless, the hurdle came when Dato’ Sri Nazeri 
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CONSUMER MARKET IN 
CHINA.” YOU KNOW HOW 

PEOPLE KEEP SAYING, IF YOU 
CAN CONQUER CHINA, YOU 
CAN TAKE ON THE WORLD.
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tried to bring RF3 World into the Indonesian mar-
ket. “They are not easy to convince, probably due to 
past traumatic experiences. That’s where we have 
to assure them that our products have the power to 
change their lives.” After their successful endeavor in 
Indonesia, they proceeded to expand their market in 
Philippines, Cambodia and Singapore.

While many locals carry the stereotype that western 
products are better than local, RF3 World have proved 
these critics wrong. “When our products went inter-
national and sold in the US market, these naysayers 
went silent,” Dato’ Sri Nazeri added. “In 10 years, I 
plan to bring RF3 World to 100 countries worldwide. 
We have successfully entered the American market, 
and now we have offices in parts of America such 
as Las Vegas, California, and Hawaii.”  Having physi-
cal offices in the United Kingdom and USA are some 
of his proudest achievements. Dato’ Sri is aiming to 
open up more branches in most major countries on 
most continents. 

By taking chances on the US market, RF3 is. Now test-
ing the water with South Africa, China, and India. “Al-
though success is yet to be determined, however we 
are at the losing end if we do not take the first step 
in understanding the country and eventually lose out 
on a business opportunity.” 

What’s next for RF3 World? Dato’ Sri Nazeri is clearly 
excited with his new ventures in property. While his 
current housing projects are still ongoing and un-
der construction, his company is already charting 
the blueprints of new developments in a few other 

states. When asked to elaborate, Dato’ Sri Nazeri said 
the details are still being kept under wraps and to be 
unveiled in the near future.

In spite of how successful RF3 World has become, the 
founder is keen on sharing its business opportunity 
with people in order to create more entrepreneurs. 
According to Dato’ Sri Nazeri, the company has cre-
ated many millionaires, locally and abroad, within 
seven years of them joining the business. In order to 
facilitate these emerging entrepreneurs, RF3 World 
has established the RF3 Academy, headed by their 
expert who has an extensive experience as a men-
tor to motivate and provide input for those who 
wished to become a successful entrepreneur. “Don’t 
be afraid of competition. It is all about skills and ex-
periences. Trust in the power of networking.”

Dato’ Sri Nazeri adds, “I always believe that making 
money and giving back to society goes side by side. 
The concept of ‘berkongsi rezeki’ has always been 
a practice in our company. But this time around, I 
want to give back more. It’s a nice feeling to help 
out those who are less fortunate and even a better 
feeling if you’re able to help raise a generation of 
successful leaders. That’s why I’m planning to open 
up an orphanage and provide the children with the 
best education as possible,” says Dato’ Sri Nazeri 
who is already building a two-story mosque in his 
hometown in Felda Bukit Puchong, Teriang, Pahang 
as a tribute to his late father. “Masjid Saidina Omar 
is my gift to honor Arwah. Life was hard but my late 
father always stepped up and sacrificed so much to 
raise me. He is the reason why I’m here today.”
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A GAMER’S 
WATCH

TAG Heuer dropped its first 
collaboration with Nintendo, the 

new Connected x Super Mario. 
Nintendo, creator of the iconic, 

eponymous video game character 
and the watch at its core represents 

a playful gamified take on TAG’s 
flagship ‘smart’ timepiece. The watch 

retains the familiar design cues of 
its predecessors, with an added 

signature red-and-blue Super Mario 
skin present.



Between Lady Gaga and Adam Driver, Jared Leto and Al Pacino, House of Gucci 
has plenty of star power, but the real scene stealer is actually the fabulous Villa 
Balbiano. Built in the 18th century, Villa Balbiano used to be known as a mansion 

of splendour where high society gathers for festivals, banquets and dances. So, for 
your next Italian rendezvous, remember to book your stay at the lavish Lake Como 
estate where the now-iconic villa stands. Bring your finest Gucci garbs and have a 

taste of the grandeur lifestyle of 90’s Italian opulence with a spectacular panoramic 
view to match. A single overnight stay will cost you around US$1,125. 
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Malaysians will soon be able to enjoy 
the signature dishes of multi Michelin-
starred chef Gordon Ramsay following 
the opening of his first restaurant in 

Malaysia. Gordon Ramsay Restaurants 
and Sunway Resort announced the 

opening of Gordon Ramsay Bar & Grill 
early next year. A first of its kind 
located outside of UK, the cost of 

renovation is said to be around RM240 
million as reported by the local media. 
Located at the resort’s lobby level, the 

new restaurant will feature iconic 
contemporary interiors, floor-to-ceiling 
window frames with views of the lagoon 

and private dining rooms for intimate 
events. Gordon Ramsay who owns more 
than 30 restaurants worldwide is known 
for several signature dishes especially 

the Beef Wellington. The fine dining 
establishment offers a variety of all-day 
menu, overlooking the panoramic views 
of Sunway Lagoon. Gordon Ramsay Bar 
& Grill is already accepting reservation.

GORDON 
RAMSAY BAR 

& GRILL
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DASHING 
AUTOMOTIVE 

INSPIRED 
FURNITURES

An option for automotive fans when it comes to home 
decorating. Sleek and classic, British carmaker Bentley introduces 

its latest furniture and homeware designs.  are inspired by 
the characteristics of a Bentley car’s interiors. With the finest 
craftsmanship and precious cutting-edge material selection, 

the Bentley Home Collection celebrates the distinctive lines and 
signature curves synonymous with Bentley and translates these 
into a new language of interior design. Launched in 2013, this 
luxurious home collection ranges from extraordinary bedroom 

and sumptuous lounge furniture to exquisite accessories, 
each contemporary design is crafted in Italy by highly-skilled 

artisans. Four bold new furniture designs are revealed today each 
featuring a carefully chosen combination of unique materials 

and finishes that blend innovation, technology and fine craft. The 
Aldford Table, the Ramsey Sofa and Loveseat and the Styal Desk, 

elegantly sport a unique lacquered finish and an exciting new 
fabric produced from marble powder among a choice of finishes.  



These blue-blooded gentlemen are the new age royals personified. Always handsomely fitted in 
tailored fineries, giving the modern royal a breath of fresh air. Prince Casiraghi, the grandson of 

Princess Grace, is now the face of Dior while Prince Nikolai of Denmark walked the runway for the 
same fashion house and even graced a cover of Vogue Homme. 

PIERRE CASIRAGHI OF MONACO

PRINCE NIKOLAI OF DENMARK

PRINCE MATEEN OF BRUNEI

PRINCE PHILIPPOS OF GREECE AND DENMARKPRINCE CARL PHILLIPS OF SWEDEN

THE ROYAL  ORDER  OF 
SARTORIAL  SPLENDOR
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FROM CARS TO WHISTLES

Tesla CEO Elon Musk recently 
introduced the company’s 
latest gadget – a US$50 
whistle inspired by the 

Cybertruck. The limited-edition 
Cyberwhistle is a premium 

collectible made from medical-
grade stainless steel. The 

whistle sold out in about an 
hour from the time Elon Musk 

tweeted about it. 

Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam, Thailand and the Philippines are among top choices for trade and 
investment, according to recent study by the Hong Kong Trade Development Council (HKTDC) and UOB 

Hong Kong Branch. In the research, close to 60 percent of companies in the Guangdong-Hong Kong- 
Macao Greater Bay Area (GBA) are considering further expansion into the ASEAN countries in the next 
three years. An overview of the surveyed enterprises’ current business footprints and their expected 

changes in the next three years shows that the trading and investment activities of GBA-based 
enterprises in ASEAN are mostly concentrated in Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam and Thailand. 

MALAYSIA  IS  AMONG  POPULAR 
BUSINESS  DESTINATIONS  FOR  GBA 

ENTERPRISES



A non-existent yacht built of bits and bytes 
just sold for a jaw-dropping amount in the 

metaverse. The mega yacht called Metaflower 
is the most expensive NFT deal in the Sandbox 

metaverse, a virtual world built on the 
Ethereum blockchain. The four-storeyed yacht, 
sold by metaverse developer Republic Realm, 

comes with two helipads (with two non-
existent helicopters being sold separately), 
several lounges, a dance floor and a jacuzzi.

YACHT SOLD  FOR  US$650,000 
IN  METAVERSE

MALAYSIA ATTRACTS RM33.9 BILLION 
POTENTIAL TRADE AT DUBAI EXPO

Malaysia generated over RM33.9 billion in potential trade and investment returns in the first eight weeks of its 
participation in Expo 2020 Dubai. Prime Minister Ismail Sabri Yaakob attributed the achievement to collaboration 

across ministries involving the science, technology and innovation ministry, environment and water ministry, and the 
international trade and industry ministry, together with their agencies and private companies. “It also proves that 

Malaysian companies and technologies are internationally recognised and have succeeded in attracting investments 
and interest from various strategic partners. This momentum is expected to continue for the next 18 weeks.”
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Barbados has declared Rihanna a national hero as the country celebrates its transition to 
an independent republic. “May you continue to shine like a diamond,” the country’s prime 

minister, Mia Mottley, said at an investiture ceremony for the pop singer, fashion icon 
and entrepreneur, in reference to her 2012 hit Diamonds. The singer was appointed official 

ambassador for culture and youth in 2018. 

RIHANNA DECLARED NATIONAL 
HERO IN BARBADOS



Two diamond bracelets once owned by 
the queen have been sold at an auction 
in Switzerland for more than $8 million. 

They were bought by an anonymous 
telephone bidder. The bracelets, made 

up of 112 cut old diamonds, were 
stored away by Marie Antoinette for 

safekeeping before she was guillotined 
during the French revolution. Both 

bracelets were smuggled out of the 
country and remained within her family 

for more than 200 years. 

MARIE 
ANTOINETTE’S 

BRACELET 
AUCTIONED OFF 

FOR US$8 MILLION 
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Apple could be releasing 
its first AR headset 

in 2022. According to 
multiple sources, Apple is 
investigating ways virtual 

and augmented reality 
could be implemented into 
future IOS devices or new 
hardware products. The 
computerized glasses 

will use a version of its 
own M1 processors that 

is equipped with the 
technology that overlays 
digital images on top of 

the real world.

AR GLASSES 
IS APPLE’S 

ANSWER TO 
THE FUTURE

THE HALO 
EFFECT

This is truly a gamer merch no one saw coming! Swarovski is 
celebrating with 343 Industries and Xbox for the 20th anniversary 

of the Halo franchise. With the release of Halo Infinite, figurine 
accessories were recreated using slabs of crystals. These crystal 

collectibles arrive as Master Chief’s iconic Mjolnir Helmet with 140 
facets while the Energy Sword is crafted with 204 facets from 13 

different cut crystal pieces. Each crystal piece is limited to 117 pieces 
to commemorate Master Chief’s Spartan number. 
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STYLE MAKERS ON BUILDING 
BRANDS, ENHANCING EQUITY AND 
RESONATING WITH EXISTING AND 

FUTURE CUSTOMERS.
WORDS TRISYIA AZMAN ART DIRECTION FAIZAL HARUN NASUTION PHOTOGRAPHY BUSTAMAM MOKHTAR, WHITE STUDIO
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EZUWAN ISMAIL
It’s not uncommon for designers to pivot 

when the pandemic hits, as Ezuwan Ismail’s 
workshop was still buzzing with activities 
due to overwhelming online orders for his 

ready-to-wear pieces. The designer who 
is also a budding singer, even ventured 

into food business while dealing with the 
uncertainty brought by the pandemic. “The 
market has been extremely challenging but 

I believe all of us, in one way or another, 
have to find a way to cope with the situation 

and learn to tolerate with the challenges.” 
Established in 2010 with royalties as regular 

clientele, Ezuwan Ismail first started 
working on made-to-measure bridal pieces 
where he ended up presenting a full bridal 

collection after realizing the demand spiked 
during wedding season. Ezuwan quickly 

expanded his collection to a wider and more 
diverse range, catering to every woman and 

occasion.
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SYOMIR

the CEO   FASHION 

Seventeen years ago, Syomirizwa Gupta saw 
an opportunity in the local bridal business. 
Options were limited so the designer sets 
his sights in breaking the barrier, aiming 
for the contemporary bride. Syomir gave 
a fresh new take on the traditional bride 
by opening up alternative selections of 
non-traditional wedding silhouettes. In 
2013, the designer kept his momentum by 
extending his fashion line into ready-to-
wear where his first Raya collection gained 
significant commercial success.  Known 
for his signature aesthetic of modern 
cuts and bold colors, Syomirizwa Gupta 
established his namesake brand as one 
of the most celebrated in the country. 
“Despite the challenges faced during the 
pandemic, staying resilient is key. Even if 
our movements are restricted, we must 
consistently find inspirations. Besides work 
on the next collection, I channeled my 
creative energy into creating artworks.”  



BREMEN WONG

Hats or headpieces conjure a mood, 
create statements and symbolize unique 

expressions. Bremen Wong for one is a 
master of this art. For the past decade, 

Bremen made his mark as the country’s 
most sought-after milliner as his elaborate 

designs have been on the must-have list 
of almost every woman (and man) who 
regularly attends social soiree. Bremen 

speaks nonchalantly about how he enjoys 
creating special orders especially handmade 

sculptural headpiece. As social events 
were put on halt due to the pandemic, the 

milliner is staying vigilant and shifted his 
focus in expanding his costume jewelry 

collection. “The thought of my ardent 
clientele still longing for that personalized 

piece for special occasions, motivates me to 
sustain the business even if the market is 

getting tougher.”
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FESYEN

SUBANG CLASH DE 
CARTIER.

NEONETTE

the CEO   FASHION 

Neonate happened at the right time, 
during when streetwear gained dominance 

to (once again) become a cultural 
phenomenon. For the founders of the 

brand, Karl Shafek and Syahir Hamdan, it 
all started with selling t-shirts. Escalating 

demands had them rethink the brand’s 
specific category direction and finally 

decided to create a complete fashion line 
that encompasses contemporary pieces 

with high-fashion constructions. “Neonate 
dresses the modern men and women. And 

yet at the same time, we want the brand to 
be as accessible as possible as we hope to 
reach out to a more diverse demographic 

by introducing an affordable range with 
complementary accessories.” As one of the 

best homegrown streetwear brands, Karl 
and Syahir are confident that Neonate will 

someday emerge as an antidote among the 
cooler set with countercultures lifestyle.



HATTA

“I’m always seeking to explore new things,” 
says Hatta Dolmat as he checks out his 

sample lineup fresh off the KLFW runway. 
His optimism is contagious and it beams 

through his collections filled with bold 
colors, graphic prints and modern cuts. 
As a testament to his forward-thinking 

approach to fashion, Hatta reinvents himself 
through the much-hyped sustainable 

fashion movement. “It’s a matter of 
principal for me to see my brand grow 

responsibly – taking into consideration 
the importance of environmental and 

social obligations.” Hatta is now a man on 
a mission, determined to create awareness 
among Malaysians on sustainable fashion. 
The designer has also taken a step further 

by launching a new fashion platform called 
KLYDA (KL Young Designers Association) in 

an effort to empower new designers and 
the new breed of fashion community alike.
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KLFW’S 
SPECTACULAR 
COMEBACK 

Fashion
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Kuala Lumpur 
Fashion Week 
(KLFW) makes 
a flashy return 
this year at 
Pavilion Kuala 
Lumpur after 
taking the 

grand spectacle online last year. From 
1st November to 7th November 2021, 
KLFW staged runway collections from 
48 homegrown designers, established 
and new. Since its inception in 2013, 
KLFW has been the main playground 
for Malaysian fashion designers, 
connoisseurs and observers alike. A full 
week of  fashion celebration, the crowd 
are always decked in their best garb, 
couture and such. 

This year’s show is KLFWs greatest 
yet as Malaysia advances from a 
progression of  lockdowns that have 
created significant obstacles for the 
fashion industry. “We have surely gone 
through some turbulent occasions. 
In any case, with any remaining 
emergencies, everything good or bad 
must come to an end,” says KLFW 
founder, Andrew Tan.

The support from the corporate 
bodies had been surprisingly 
overwhelming. Lexus, Samsung and 
AmBank as main sponsors have 
clearly boosted the industry’s morale 
in thriving the challenging market, 
post-pandemic. “Every one of  them 
isn’t simply supporting us monetarily; I 
accept they genuinely offer something 
unique that changes the manner in 
which we work, impart and collaborate 
with innovation. They open a universe 
of  monetary freedoms during these 
crucial occasions and give exhortation 
on the most ideal decisions accessible to 
organizations that are being changed.” 

To honour the local talents and style 
experts, KLFW resuscitated the Thread 
of  Heritage, A Truly Malaysian Textiles 
Exhibition, to honour Malaysia’s rich 
materials and their flexibility. Another 
effort by Andrew Tan in extending the 
KLFW mileage, a special collaboration 
was made between Taylors University 
and Barbie Mattel. An exhibition was 
held showcasing 12 Barbie dolls in 
Malaysia’s heritage costumes, Nyonya 
beading, tekat embroidery, calligraphy 
and henna.
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BRINGING TRADITION INTO THE 21ST CENTURY 

EB 

TUAN SYED HIDZIR TAN SRI DATO’ 
PROF DR. SYED AGIL BARAKBAH 

& PUAN RADHIAH AHMAD 

TH
FORCES
HIND NR:
DRIVING 

Art Direction Faizal Harun Nasution • Photography Aaron Lee, Lenswork 
• Makeup & Grooming Deq Sha
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Nona Roguy is probably the only 
homegrown health product that 
has successfully achieved iconic 
status. In the minds of  our local 
consumers, Nona Roguy is a 
brand name that everyone could 
relate first whenever post-natal 
supplement comes to mind. Most 

loyal customers routinely consumes the Nona Roguy ‘jamu’ 
since young until old age. The benefits are aplenty not 
just for women but for men too. It promotes internal and 
external cleansing and until today Nona Roguy is still the 
main choice especially among the expectant mothers.  As 
the brand name changed to NR Mustajab, new strategies 
are implemented to re-establish its status as the country’s 
premier herbal health brand. 

 
THE CEO Malaysia is humbled to be given the 

opportunity to meet the person behind the iconic brand. 
Entering the NR office lounge, a luxurious gold gilded 
room welcomed us. The walls were finely adorned with 
mirrored and silk damask panels, we sat on the grand leather 
Chesterfields as we waited for the CEO of  MISB Resources 
Sdn. Bhd.  

 
Despite planning for an afternoon of  one-to-one 

exclusive interview, the day turned out to be a sombre one 
for Tuan Syed as he learnt the devastating news of  a cousin’s 
sudden passing. “Raised in a close-knit family, we grew up 
together, bonded through life building this business,” as he 
smiles on, looking clearly distraught although remarkably 
composed. As much as we wanted to give him space and 
offered to postponed the interview, Tuan Syed had an hour 
to spare and insisted to proceed. 

Sustaining A Heritage Brand 
Through Leadership

Born and bred in Kedah, Tuan Syed Hidzir bin Tan 
Sri Dato’ Prof. Dr. Syed Agil Barakbah leads Nona Roguy’s 
Group of  Companies since the 90’s. Tuan Syed reminisced 
his early days of  growing up watching the women in his 
family create herbal drinks or ‘jamu’ for daily consumption. 
Crediting Sharifah Alawiyah Barakbah as well as his sisters 
for keeping the tradition alive, Tuan Syed took on the 
responsibility in commercializing the family receipe. 

 
From a simple home-based business, Nona Roguy 

gradually became the go-to brand for those who were 
looking for herbal health supplements. In no time, Nona 
Roguy turned into a household name with nationwide 
success. “From the village to the city, almost everybody knew 
what is Nona Roguy. From the mother, to the children and to 
the children’s children, the brand is deemed as an essential 
from one generation to the another.” One of  the principles 
and core business emphasized by Tuan Syed is a community 
development activity.

 
“The 90’s was a way different decade where product 

testimonials were passed by word of  mouth. Our faithful 
returning customers spread the words.  Some assumed 
our product was a jamu from Indonesia, so we got serious, 

Three decades in the 
market, this family 
business of ours is 

doing better than ever. 
The demand is always 
there. Our customers 
are well aware with 
the effectiveness of 

our traditional herbal-
based products and its 

benefits as our formulas 
are inherited through 

generations.

made proper packaging and started selling from home. I 
remember coming back from boarding school, my mother 
asked me to drink the herbs. It wasn’t pleasant at first but I 
got used to it.”

 
Spending half  of  his young adult life in in boarding 

schools, Tuan Syed is an alumnus of  Sekolah Dato ‘Abdul 
Razak (SDAR) and Kolej Sultan Abdul Hamid (SAHC). 
He then pursued to further his education at the Manchester 
MetropolitanUniversity in United Kingdom where he now 
holds a BA (Hons) Business Management. Tuan Syed stayed 
on in Manchester for next 10 years and gained experience 
manging businesses whilst working in the supply chain 
management.
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On his return from the United Kingdom, Tuan Syed 
was entrusted and given the mandate by his father, YBhg 
Tan Sri Dato’ Prof. Dr. Syed Agil Barakbah to continue the 
family’s business. As the son of  the former Chief  Justice of  
the Supreme Court, Tuan Syed was and still is committed 
in driving the family business that he inherited. Through 
his leadership, NR Mustajab or formerly known as Nona 
Roguy, has now not only successfully reached out to the 
entire Malaysian market including Sabah and Sarawak, 
the products have also penetrated the regional market as 
in Brunei and Singapore. 

 
“Three decades in the market, this family business 

of  ours is doing better than ever. The demand is always 
there. Our customers are well aware with the effectiveness 
of  our traditional herbal-based products and its benefits 
as our formulas are inherited through generations. Using 
traditional methods with an all-natural ingredients, NR 
products are manufactured in our own GMP certified 
factory located in Mergong, Kedah. In maintaining our 
high standard quality, NR is under the strict monitoring of  
the National Pharmaceuticals Regulatory Agency (NRPA) 
by the Ministry of  Health Malaysia.”

When the country was badly hit by the pandemic, NR 
complied with the SOPs and pivoted towards the new 
way of  doing business where most transactions are made 
via online. “All business dealings are made in accordance 
with the guidelines issued by MKN and KKM. Although 
operation activities were reduced, Alhamdulillah, we are 
still able to meet customers’ demand and everything went 
quite smoothly throughout the pandemic.” How does NR 
strategize in ensuring its relevancy among the community?  
“Competitions are increasing by the day. We welcome the 
new industry players and we see the situation as a positive 
development. The public now are more health conscious 
and they are aware of  the importance of  consuming safe, 
natural nutrient for health supplement.” 

 
“After decades in the market, we have to keep on 

looking out for other sustainable ways in keeping the 
business afloat as well as maintaining brand continuity.” 
Tuan Syed believes that his business module should be 
able to open up opportunities to the general public to 
generate their own income. “We appoint representatives 
from each state and we make sure they practise consuming 
our product first. Because it’d be pointless to sell something 
that you don’t believe in.”

 
Nona Roguy was probably one of  the first homegrown 

brands that started to appoint small business partners or 
‘stockist’ from all over the country. With a list of  200,000 
registered memberships from all over region, Nona Roguy 
sets a new record and the rest is history. “The majority 
of  our stokist came from the circle of  housewives trying 
to get additional income to support their household. We 
are tremendously glad if  our efforts can help improve the 
economy of  the Ummah and we will continue to do so in 
the future.”

NR Mustajab formerly known as Nona Roguy, known 
as a pioneer of  the nation’s herbal industry has been 
established for over 30 years. Since 2004, the framework 
of  the marketing strategic plan driven by Tuan Syed has 
seen the brand positioned itself  as the next generation of  
jamu whilst still maintaining its core ingredient of  natural 
resources. The branding of  NR is hoped to recommence 
the legacy with an emphasis on a more dynamic corporate 
image. Tuan Syed ensures the NR business will play 
a major role in contributing to the public through its 
corporate social responsibility activities. From state to 
national level events, NR has been the main sponsor for 
Trails Marathons and other activities including the Kedah 
State Level Badminton Championship, in an effort to 
support new young talents. Over the years, NR has gained 
tremendous recognitions locally and abroad. Some of  the 
most notable awards are Malaysia Superbrands Malaysia 
Award (2005), Lifetime Achievement Award by the 
Government of  Maldives (2018) and Book Award Negara 
Malaysia (2018).

Apart from running the NR business, Tuan Syed has 
also ventured into the export business with partners from 
the Middle East such as Saudi Arabia as well as strategic 
partners from Brunei and Singapore. “In parallel with our 
business direction, I’m always looking for opportunities 
and collaborations especially through government bodies 
as I’d like to see NR contributes more to the progress of  
the nation’s developments.”

 
Speaking to Tuan Syed’s wife, Puan Radhiah Ahmad 

who holds the responsibility of  Chief  Strategy and 
Innovation Officer, NR remains relevant as the quality 
remains and effectiveness proven. “At the same time, we 
expand our range of  products with new releases especially 
the latest one to be revealed soon in January next year. NR is 
in tune with what the generation needs and we understand 
the new dynamic of  the younger demographic. As part of  
our marketing strategy, we are now active on social media 
platforms. It’s not just about boosting sales, NR is also 
educating our new customers about product awareness.” 

 
Puan Radhiah is very hands on when it comes to 

procedures and health guidelines. Understanding what the 
new market needs is also something that Puan Radhiah 
takes seriously. “Based on our research, we noticed 
teenagers and mid income earners prefer something that’s 
easy as simple as grab, consume and result. Yes, they 
want fast results but can’t care less about the ingredients 
whether it’s damaging the body in the long run. We also 
realized that the young ones are no longer into popping 
tablets like how it was before. So as NR embarks on 
this new journey,  we’ve identified what the market’s 
preferences are and we’re gearing up to offer a broader 
product diversifications.” Puan Radhiah’s inputs are 
unquestionably aligned with Tuan Syed Hidzir’s visions 
for the future of  NR. By empowering one another, NR 
is without a doubt in the right path and ready for greater 
heights.
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HIDDEN IN 
THE SOUTH

UNRAVEL 
THE JEWELS 

(PART 1)
OFTEN ON EXCURSIONS, THE EXPERIENCES VARY FROM 
ONE DESTINATION TO ANOTHER, NOTHING IS SET IN 
STONE. MUAR OR LESS COMMONLY KNOWN AS BAN-
DAR MAHARANI, IS LOCATED IN THE STATE OF JOHOR. 
ALTHOUGH IT IS NOT AS IMMENSE AS OTHER MAJOR 
TOURIST SITES, IT HAS ITS OWN SUI GENERIS CHARM, 
TRAVERSING INTO THE UNKNOWN WHICH WILL ULTI-
MATELY LEAVE US IN AWE AND BESOTTED IN ITS WON-
DERS. 

Muar has so much more to offer, in addition to being synonymous with its famous 
Mee Bandung. In fact, there are so much to Muar such as its unique architectural 
design, activities, arts, and lest should we forgot, the traditional Malay cuisine that 
still stand the test of  time. 

Through this 
expedition, not only 
can these tourism 

products be presented 
to the public from a 
different perspective, 
but also the impact 
and outreach can 
increase public 

demand to travel to 
tourist destinations 

visited.
- DATIN RAFIDAH 

IDRIS,
Director of  Corporate 

Communication, Tourism 
Malaysia

Travel
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R&H CAFÉ’
Location: 15, Jalan Sri Temenggong 26/1, Taman Sri 

Temenggong, 84000 Muar, Johor Darul Takzim

Our staple breakfast menu has always been nasi lemak, 
or roti canai and the sort. Breakfast with satay, however, is 
a foreign concept for most of  us. Even so, it is a common 
practice for residents in Muar. 31-year-old Nabila Bte 
Ruba’I, owner and third-generation heir to R&H Café said 
that the culture of  breakfast with satay is a custom existed 
exclusively among the Muar locals, and it is a practice 
passed down from generations.

“20 years ago, our shop was located at the front of  the 
old bus stop. This spot only started operating five years 
ago. The breakfast available here are Sate, Lotong, Mee Rebus, 
Roti Bakar, Nasi Lemak, Tauhu Lentok and Super Soup,” said the 
owner. Nabila left her career in education to continue her 
family-owned business, officially using the name R&H Café 
in 2005. It is now one of  the ‘must-stop’ eateries for locals 
and tourists alike. 

Entering the F&B business is not foreign to Nabila as 
her mother was a former cook for the Johor Royal family. 
“The experiences of  serving His Majesty for eight years 
are applied while we are developing R&H Café. Anytime 
His Majesty comes to the Muar district for a visit, my late 
mother is among the few people who would prepare dishes 
for His Majesty and his family,” she said. 

It is this bond that Nabilah’s family had with the royal 
family, which eventually lead to satays in Muar being named 
as Sate Maharani, a dish favoured by His Majesty. Some of  
the food that will be ordered by His Majesty includes, Squid 
in Balck Ink, Sour Curry and Sate Paru. 

Tourists are recommended to give Sate Maharani, Lontong 
Champion, Super Soup, Tauhu Lentok, Roti Manja and Mee Rebus 
Jawa a go whenever they visit R&H Café. Tourists will be 
greeted with the sweet aroma of  grilled satays as they step 
into the premise.
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MUAR LEATHER CRAFT
Location: No 11 Taman Sri Siantan, J140, 84000 Muar, 

Johor

With over 30 years of  experience under his belt, Roslin 
Osman, 58 has been engaging in leather craft since 1989.  
His passion for leather craft finally prompted him to start 
his own business. Thus, Muar Leather Craft (MLC) was 
established in 2018. He explained that apart from producing 
designer art products, MLC also aims to create awareness 
regarding leather craft products that are rarely known to the 
public.   

“Here, not only do we take orders, produce and sell 
our products, we also provide leather craft workshop space 
where customers are given exposure to leather crafting 
techniques and later, making and producing the leather 
products themselves. This gives the product a sentimental 
value. Customers or visitors should be literate in choosing 
leather products because it will ultimately affect the end 
result of  the product. For example, leather materials for 
making shoes are not suitable for gloves making. This is some 
of  the basic knowledge that we want the local community to 
part with when they leave,” Roslin said. 

After travelling to leather factories in more than 40 
countries and having 16 years of  experience in the art of  
leather glove making for Japanese brands, FootJoy and 
Titleist, what better way to make use of  the experience than 

by educating and instilling interest in the local community. 
The proprietor of  MLC conducts workshops for people of  
all ages, ranging from primary, secondary, and university 
students, as well as individuals in groups. With the minimum 
number of  people starting from 30, to a maximum of  120 
participants, the workshop consist of  demonstrations and 
techniques are shown to all participants prior to the actual 
product making. 

Roslin said that currently, he can only produce 200,000 
gloves out of  1 million requests. “It’s arduous to find the 
right leather. High quality leather product is not only defined 
by its leather and the end use of  the product, but also by its 
intricate stitching details.”
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DESA KEROMA ECO RESORT
Location: 5923 Parit Keroma Jalan Joned, Bandar 

Maharani Bandar Diraja, 84000 Muar, Johor

“Whenever His Majesty pays a visit, we have less than 
12 hours to make preparation for his arrival!” Azwin Binti 
Abdullah said, reminiscing the incident that happened 
back in 2018. Before His Majesty departs, he asked that 
Desa Keroma be introduced to the public, which became 
an inspiration for Azwin to continue developing Desa 
Keroma and upgrading its activities.  

Built on a four acres land, this homestay is being 
surrounded foliage. The catch? It is located away from the 
hustle and bustle of  the city.  

The resort is divided into two sites, namely site A and 
site B. There are a variety of  accommodation options to 
choose from, not only from pricing, but also ones that will 
suit your activities and holiday needs. Villa Kayu Manis in 
Laman A provides 16 basic rooms (double beds) at a price of  
RM120 per unit or RM140 on public holidays. Three units 
of  family rooms (1 double bed, 3 single beds) are priced at 
RM250 per unit, RM320 on public holidays. For those of  
you who wants to conduct seminars or activities that involves 
many participants, Dewan Anggerik comes equipped with 
the amenities that will surely suit your agenda.  

On the other hand, site B consists of  a villa with eight 
chalets. The villa carries an open space concept, where 
there is no limitation to the numbers of  people in the 
establishments, and the interior layout is designed exactly 
to give it a homey feeling.  It is priced at RM850 per unit or 
RM970 on public holidays. The chalets, Seroja, Kesidang, 
Cempaka and Kenanga chalets are priced at RM140 per 
unit and RM170 on public holidays. While guests are free to 
prepare their own meal at the villa, food is also provided by 
the chalet management if  required. 

Unlike most resorts, Desa Keroma Eco Resort has 
its own charm. One of  the eye-catching uniqueness is 

the construction of  the buildings, which are inspired by 
buildings designs from Bali and China. Another specialty 
of  the resort is its farm-raised saltwater tilapia. For months, 
the Department of  Fisheries Malaysia closely monitored the 
growth of  the fishes so that it can grow healthy. And unlike 
regular freshwater tilapia, the taste of  the saltwater tilapia is 
definitely a gastronomical delight.  

Swimming, archery and ATV rides are among the 
activities available at the resort. For anglers or beginners 
who just getting started, traditional bamboo rods are 
available for them.
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White Oyster
Location: Pengkalan Tiram, Kampung Tiram, Muar

It is indeed a wasted trip to Muar if  you do not stop by 
Pangakalan Tiram, the fishing hub in the district. In Muar’s 
estuary waters, there are three species of  oysters which are 
considered among the best quality oysters. 

Unbeknownst to many, the method used to fish in the 
delta is still done traditionally through diving, and it is a 
method that has been passed on for more than 100 years. 

“Therefore, the activity of  finding oysters in Pengkalan 
Tiram is not just a routine, but it has also become an 
attraction for foreign tourists who want experience up 
cloes and personal on how oysters are taken by local oyster 
divers,” said the owner of  Pengkalan Tiram, Captain Jelani 
Laham (retired).

Abdul Rani Bahari, fourth generation oyster diver, said 
that it takes seven months for the oysters to reach maturity. 
“It is not seasonal and often, it depends on the water 

conditions. The two species of  oysters that can be found at 
the estuary is Balchare and Iradelli. With its white flesh and 
the natural sweetness, Iradelli is one of  the most delicious 
oysters, especially when eaten raw,” he said before setting 
off to collect oysters. 

Armed with only a wooden pole from the boat to the 
bottom of  the delta, the divers will cling to the pole and 
slowly descend to the bottom of  the delta, relying only on 
their sense of  touch. One dive does not exceed three minutes 
and it largely depends on the tides and water currents. 
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Kopi 434
Location: Sai Kee Kopi Serbok Sdn. 

Bhd, 121 Jalan Maharani, 84000 Muar, 
Johor Darul Takzim

Besides mee bandung, coffee is another 
thing that Muar is famous for. Who is 
unfamiliar with the Coffee 434? The 
establishment started in 1953 and has now 
grown not only famous locally in Muar, 
but also become the go-to choices of  many 
coffee lovers in most states across Malaysia. 

The number, 4, has always been associated with bad 
luck in the Chinese community. So why is it immortalised 
in its brand? “The story started when my grandfather 
was producing coffee powder in small scale around the 
neighbourhood. Soon after, the coffee powder was well-
received by many. To place an order at that time, the caller 
would ask the telephone operator to connect the call by 
simply saying the last three digits of  the original phone 
number, which was 434.”   

“To cherish the memories and to show our appreciation 
to those who has supported us, we decided to use the number 
434 as our coffee brand,” Kiar Cher Yong, 3rd generation 
heir to the coffee powder company. 

After Kiar’s father returned to Malaysia from Taiwan in 
1982, he proceeded to manage a five-acre coffee farm and 
continued the tradition of  coffee making until he eventually 
opened a coffee powder shop in 1985. To further improve 
the quality of  the coffee, Sai Kee Kopi Serbok Sdn Bhd 
invested in a roaster from Italy in 2002. 

The latest product from the establishment is its Elephant 
Bean coffee, which is garnering a lot of  attention lately for 
its taste and aromatic coffee scent. The catch? It is only sold 
exclusively in Muar. So, if  you are planning your next trip to 
Muar, this is a definite must-stop destination to add to your 
list. In addition to buying coffee powder, you can also dine 
on a variety of  side menus as well as enjoy a variety of  coffee 
made by trained baristas.
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INTRODUCING THE 
NEW JAGUAR

I-PACE BLACK

Wheels
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The Jaguar I-PACE has 
achieved global recognition 
and won multiple awards for its 
outstanding design. Now, the 
all-electric performance SUV’s 
appeal is heightened still further 
by the creation of  the I-PACE 
Black.

This exclusive new addition to the I-PACE range 
benefits from an enhanced specification which includes 
as standard a number of  features optional on the S, SE 
or HSE models the

I-PACE Black is based on, including the Black Pack, panoramic 
roof  and privacy glass.

The clean, contemporary look is accentuated by the gloss 
black finish of  the 20-inch five-spoke wheels, and the I-PACE 
Black is available in the full range of  colours, including Aruba and 
Farallon Pearl black premium metallic paints.

Julian Thomson, Jaguar Design Director, said: “The I-PACE’s 
dramatic, cab-forward profile, short overhangs and taut, muscular 
haunches give it a sense of  drama which sets it apart from 
other SUVs. Creating the exclusive I-PACE Black gave us the 
opportunity to subtly enhance the design, making it look even 
more dynamic, distinctive and desirable.”
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Like every model in the range, the I-PACE Black offers a wealth 
of  technology designed to make every journey simpler and more 
enjoyable. The Pivi Pro infotainment system is ready to go by the 
time you’re in the driving seat and is as intuitive to use as your 
smartphone. The EV navigation can show if  nearby charging 
stations are available or in use, the type of  connector they have, 
what they cost, and how long it will take to charge. On long drives, 
Pivi Pro can also show your predicted charge level at each waypoint.

Pivi Pro has an embedded SIM and a 4G data plan for unlimited 
music streaming and the Smartphone Pack with Apple CarPlay is 
standard. Android Auto™ is also standard. To make smartphone 
connectivity even more convenient and seamless, wireless versions 
of  both will soon become available to customers in a software-over-
the-air (SOTA) update – the I-PACE’s SOTA capability meaning its 
infotainment and vehicle systems can always be updated remotely 
and seamlessly. In addition, the I-PACE can connect two phones 
simultaneously, and an optional wireless device charging pad 
beneath the ‘floating’ centre console features a signal booster to 
improve network reception and Wi-Fi.

With a focus on air quality, occupant comfort and well-being are 
prioritised, with cabin air ionisation now featuring PM2.5 filtration 
to capture ultrafine airborne particles and allergens. The I-PACE 
can even filter its cabin air before you begin a journey.
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The ClearSight digital rear-view mirror gives the 
driver an unobstructed view of  the road behind, even 
with rear-seat passengers or a fully loaded luggage 
compartment. It uses a wide-angle, rear-facing 
camera linked to a screen behind the mirror: a switch 
allows the driver to choose between the standard view 
or the camera feed.

On long motorway journeys Adaptive Cruise 
Control with Steering Assist enhances driver comfort 
by gently assisting steering, acceleration and braking 
to centre the vehicle in lane while maintaining a set 
distance from vehicles ahead.

With two Jaguar-designed electric motors at each 
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axle, producing exceptional combined 
performance of  400PS and 696Nm, 
aluminium construction and a low centre 
of  gravity, the I-PACE offers an unrivalled 
balance of  all-wheel drive performance, 
refinement, luxury and agility – together 
with outstanding real-world range and day-
to-day usability.

I-PACE’s 11kW on-board charger 
makes home charging faster and more 
convenient for customers with three-phase 
electricity supplies. When plugged in to 
an 11kW wall box, up to 53km/33 miles 
of  range per hour can be achieved. A full 
charge takes only 8.6 hours – ideal for 
overnight charging. Customers in single-
phase markets using 7kW wall boxes can 
achieve up to 35km/22 miles of  charge per 
hour; a full charge takes 12.75 hours.

I-PACE’s Preferred Charging Period 
feature enables customers to set a desired 
start and finish time for charging – helping 
them to take advantage of  the reduced rate 
electricity tariffs available in many markets. 
Soon, via a SOTA update, this feature will 
offer even greater flexibility by allowing 
them to set a specific state-of-charge they 
want the battery to reach – 80 per cent, for 
example.

When charging ‘on the go’, 100kW DC 
chargers can add up to 127km/78 miles of  
range in just 15 minutes; 50kW chargers 
add up to 63km/39 miles over the same 
period. 
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LUXURY THAT 
MAKES
A DIFFERENCE
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Volvo Car Malaysia introduces an updated model of the Volvo S90 early this 
year, with a new exterior and interior finishing that complements the latest, 
leading safety and technology features. With this facelift, the new Volvo S90 
Recharge T8 empowers drivers to be the difference when it comes to luxury, 
safety and sustainability. A plug-in hybrid that considers tomorrow without 
compromising today’s experience, the S90 Recharge T8 is luxury that makes a 
difference and is the perfect choice for people who embrace their uniqueness 
and stand out from the crowd
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The newly updated premium 4-door, 
5-seat flagship sedan is built on 
the Scalable Product Architecture 
(SPA) platform. Powered by Volvo’s 
Drive-E powertrain, the S90 
Recharge T8 is equipped with a T8 
Twin Engine and a rechargeable 
lithium-ion battery capable of  

producing 407 horsepower and 640Nm of  torque. The T8 
Twin Engine setup in the Volvo S90 Recharge T8 gives the 
driver a refined, agile and powerful driving experience.

The combination of  the four-cylinder engine and the 
powerful electric motor provides a powerful, performance-
filled drive while producing lower CO2 emissions. This 

powertrain is also featured in all Volvo models built on the 
SPA, which underpins the 90 and 60 series launched in 
recent years.

The embodiment of  luxury design
Similar to the XC90, the S90 Recharge T8 carries on 

the rich legacy of  Volvo Cars through the pronounced 
elegance in Volvo’s design language. This blend of  
minimalist design and stylistic cues creates a premium 
image that is accentuated by Volvo’s key aesthetic features, 
such as the “Thor Hammer” LED headlight design, 
vertical chrome grille with the Volvo Iron Mark, and a bold 
and clean use of  the Volvo spreadmark on the rear. The 
tail lamps of  the Volvo S90 Recharge T8 have also been 
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updated to now bear a similar design to the recently launched 
Volvo S60 T8 R-Design, thus marrying luxury with a little 
sportiness.

The Scandinavian motif  is also integrated into the cabin 
of  the car to further enhance its overall look and feel. The 
inclusion of  vertical air blades on each side of  the Sensus user 
interface, perforated front seats and sunroof  raises the bar on 
elegant aesthetics. 

Connectivity, Entertainment, and 
Safety

The Sensus panel on the Volvo S90 Recharge T8 ensures 
that the driver stays connected with intuitive technology and 
personalised convenience, featuring two front USB outlets that 

allows for both Apple Carplay and Android Auto, for varied 
compatibility. The intuitive, 9-inch portrait touch screen gives 
easy and quick access to a full menu of  safety features, and 
in-car entertainment applications for an immersive media and 
audio experience. 

The S90 Recharge T8 introduces a comprehensively 
upgraded Bowers & Wilkins sound system that consists of  
a total of  19 speakers with an output of  1,400W to provide 
true high-end, in-car audio performance. The signature 
Tweeter-on-Top speaker is seamlessly integrated into the 
design contours of  the S90 Recharge T8 and sits just above the 
dashboard. 

This speaker system in the S90 Recharge T8 also employs 
Bower and Wilkin’s exclusive Nautilus™ speaker technology 
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for an incredible clear and immersive listening experience. Several speaker updates, such as the new double-
dome aluminium tweeters and the new generation mid-range speaker cones in Continuum™ composite, 
result in a more refined, pure and natural sound production. 

Combined with the unique feature of  different room modes such as the Concert Hall Mode, which is 
modelled after the exact acoustic qualities of  the famous Gothenburg Concert Hall, and also a Jazz Club 
Mode, drivers and passengers will be instantly transported to the seats of  a Swedish theatre or a classy jazz 
club. 

Additionally, the S90 Recharge T8 also comes with a variety of  standard Volvo safety features, starting 
with a chassis made out of  boron steel for added body strength. This comes in combination with Volvo’s 
Intellisafe system, which equips the S90 Recharge T8 with the latest safety technology developed by 
Volvo, such as the Blind Spot Information Systems (BLIS), City Safety, Cross Traffic Alert, Front and Rear 
Warning and Mitigation Support, Lane Keeping Aid, Pilot Assist, a 180kmh speed cap and many more.

The S90 Recharge T8 is available in five distinct colours: Bright Silver, Crystal White Pearl, Onyx 
Black, Platinum Grey and Thunder Grey.

Priced at RM358,888, the S90 Recharge T8 is now at RM339,315 after sales tax 
exemption (on-the-road, without insurance)
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NFT, THE GAME-
CHANGER IN THE 
ART COLLECTION 
SCENE

A lthough NFT was first introduced 
to the world sometime around 
2015, it was not until the late 
2017 when CryptoPunks ad later 
CryptoKitties came into the scene 
that NFT exploded and gathered 
media attention. CryptoKitties was 
so popular that it ended up clogging 

the Ethereum blockchain. But afterwards, everything 
went dead silent… until the recent explosive comeback.  

How does it work?
To keep it simple, most NFTs are part of  the 

Ethereum blockchain. For those of  you who don’t know 
what Ethereum is, it is a cryptocurrency, like bitcoin and 
dogecoin. So, Ethereum’s blockchain supports the NFTs. 
In case you are wondering what’s the difference between 
cryptocurrencies and blockchain, cryptocurrency is a 
collection of  binary data designed to work as a medium 
of  exchange, while blockchain is a system of  recording 
information, a digital ledger of  transactions that is 
duplicated and distributed across the entire network of  
computer systems on the blockchain. Other blockchains 
can have their own versions of  NFTs.  

SF: NFT, OR NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN IS A UNIQUE AND 
NON-INTERCHANGEABLE UNIT OF DATA STORED ON A 
DIGITAL LEDGER. NFTS CAN BE ASSOCIATED WITH EASILY-
REPRODUCIBLE ITEMS SUCH AS PHOTOS, VIDEOS, AUDIO AND 
OTHER TYPES OF DIGITAL FILES, AND IT USES BLOCKCHAIN 
TECHNOLOGY TO GIVE THE NFT A PUBLIC PROOF OF 
OWNERSHIP. 

What is sold at the NFT supermarket?
NFTs can be anything digital such as drawings, or music. 

However, the recent hype of  NFT is using the platform to sell 
digital art. Many sees NFTs as a potential fine art collecting in 
the future, but with digital arts. (FYI, the founder of  Twitter, 
Jack Dorsey sold his first tweet as NFT for over $2.9 million.)

But digital art can be copied
Yes, that’s the downside of  NFT. You can copy digital file 

as many times as you want, including the art that’s included 
with an NFT. That being said, NFT can give you something 
that can’t be copied: ownership of  the work (although the 
artist may retain the copyright and production rights, same as 
physical artwork). In a much simpler words: anyone can buy 
Mona Lisa, but only you can own the original.  

What’s the point of  NFTs?
It comes down to whether you are an artist or a buyer. If  

you are an artist, you can give this platform a go because it 
gives you a way to sell your artwork that otherwise might not 
be much of  a market for. If  you are a buyer, the obvious perk 
is that it lets you support artists you like. Buying NFTs also gets 
you some basic usage rights, for instance, being able to post 
the image online. 
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Is NFT worth buying?
Well, that depends on how you look at it. Some, if  not 

many, treat NFTs as a future of  fine art collecting. 

What would happen to my digital art 
in the long run?

That’s a very good question. You should be wary of  it 
as bit rot is a real thing. Image quality can deteriorate, file 
formats can’t be opened anymore, websites go down, or 
people forgetting the password to their wallets. These are 
some of  the things can should be taken into consideration 
before purchasing NFTs.    

Malaysian artists are now selling 
their arts on NFT

NFT has been gaining traction in the Malaysian art 
scene of  late after several local artists made international 
headlines for their artworks. In July, Malaysia seen the 
launch of  its first-ever Crypto Art Week (CAWA Malaysia), 
which aims to promote Malaysian crypto artists to digital-
natives and newbies, collectors, galleries and potential 
patrons. The variety of  NFTs span from 3D animated 
worlds to internet memes and stunning illustrations of  our 
culture and heritage. Here are five Malaysian NFT artists 
and their digital artworks. 

Katun
In September, Malaysian graffiti artist Katun (Abdul 

Hafiz Abdul Rahman) made headlines when he sold two 
of  his NFT collections for 127.6 ETH or approximately a 
whopping RM1.6 million in just 24 hours. He is also the 
first artist to launch NFT on the cryptocurrency platform, 
Superfarm, which is co-founded by famous YouTuber 
EllioTrades. Katun’s debut artwork on the NFT world “Apes 
Stand Strong” and “Mystical Fruits”, where the former is a 
limited- edition of  50 mints, sold out in record time of  30 
minutes. The latter is an open edition of  776 pieces, which 
sold out in 24 hours. 
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Red Hong Yi
Red Hong Yi is well known for her creativity in using everyday objects and materials to create larger-than-life art 

installation. Self-dubbed “that artist who paints without a paintbrush”, Red entered the NFT space in June with her take 
on one of  the most iconic memes of  this generation: Doge, the Shiba Inu. It was the first NFT from her Meme Banknotes 
Series, which comprises six spoofed banknotes from different countries. 
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Ronald Ong
Presently, Ronald Ong is one of  Malaysia’s top NFT 

traders. The final year medical student and Penangite is 
best known for his unique brand of  digital artwork that 
combines photography and Photoshop skills. Among his 
popular NFTs include Zebreo, Shird, and Loafox – all of  which 
are a combination of  animate and/or inanimate objects. If  
you haven’t already guessed them, Zebreo is a combination 
of  a zebra and Oreo cookies; Shird features the head of  a 
shark on the body of  a bird; and Loafox reimagines a fox’s 
body as a loaf  of  bread. These items have sold for prices 
ranging from 3 ETH (approximately $6,484) to 10 ETH 
(approximately RM21,771) at time of  sale.
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Alvin Koay
Being a self-taught physical artist, 

Alvin creates contemporary artworks 
as a hobby. While most of  his artworks 
are not for sale, he soon learns of  the 
potential to monetise his artwork by 
selling them digitally. That’s when he 
ventured into the NFT world. His first 
NFT was titled Celebration, signifying 
the emotions he felt when celebrating 
the new year at the beginning of  2021. 
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Lau Kia Hau
Lau is better known by his 

Instagram handle, NeverAsleep. 
He combines a range of  
mediums to create his artwork, 
including photography, visual 
effects, and 3D animation. Lau 
started creating NFTs back in 
February, just before the NFT 
boom in March. The Little Bio-
luminescent World Series is one 
of  his most popular collections, 
featuring five “little worlds” where 
glowing fungi, dancing fireflies, 
glow-in-the-dark blooms, and 
bioluminescent plankton come to 
live.
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DECODING THE 
GENIUS NAMED 
ELON MUSK
KNOWN AS A VISIONARY IN 
TECH INNOVATION, ELON 
MUSK IS SHOWING US HOW 
ENHANCED TECHNOLOGY 
IS CHANGING THE 
FUNDAMENTAL NATURE OF 
BUSINESS. 
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Elon Musk is a tech entrepreneur, 
business magnate and as of  November 
2021, he is reported to be worth around 
US$286 billion which made him one of  
the richest persons in the world. Elon 
Musk came in second after Jeff Bezos in 
Forbes Billionaires 2021: The Richest People 
in the World with US$151 billion as Tesla 

shares surged. In the previous year, he was ranked #31 in 
the same list. The tech billionaire is famous for engaging in 
certain endeavours many would consider outrageous but 
he is not settling for less. Elon Musk is never afraid to go 
beyond the bounds of  possibility and already planning his 
next mission of  colonizing Mars. 

Musk is a prolific visionary with several successful tech 
companies under his belt. He is the founder, CEO and 
Chief  Engineer at SpaceX; CEO and Product Architect of  
Tesla Inc; founder of  The Boring Company; co-founder of  
Neuralink and OpenAI. Musk may be blaming his tough 
childhood as his main motivation to succeed in life, the man 
himself  is said to be a genius with an IQ around 150 to 155. 
His work ethic is also well known among his peers where 
he is more than often puts a tremendous number of  hours 
into his work, famously working for more than 120 hours 
per week. 

1995
Musk, his brother Kimbal, and Greg Kouri founded 

a web software company, Zip2. The company developed 
and marketed an internet city guide for the newspaper 
publishing industry complete with maps, directions, and 
yellow pages. Compaq acquired Zip2 for US$307 million 
in cash in February 1999 and Musk received US$22 million 
for his seven percent share. 

1999
Musk co-founded X.com, an online financial services 

and email payment company. It was one of  the first federally 
insured online banks, and within its initial months, more than 
200,000 customers joined the service. In 2000, the company 
merged with online bank Confinity to prevent unnecessary 
competition. Confinity had its own money transfer service 

PayPal, which was more popular than X.com’s service. In 
2002, PayPal was acquired by eBay for US$1.5 billion in 
stock, of  which Musk, being the largest shareholder with 
11.7 percent, received over US$100 million.

2002
Musk founded Space Exploration technologies Corp., 

traded as SpaceX. As in 2021, he remains the company’s 
CEO as well as holding the title of  Chief  Engineer. SpaceX 
successfully launched the Falcon 1 in 2008 after three failed 
launches. It was the first private liquid-fuel rocket to reach 
Earth orbit. Later that year, SpaceX received a US$1.6 
billion Commercial Resupply Services program contract for 
12 flights of  its Falcon 9 rocket and Dragon spacecraft to 
the International Space Station, replacing the Space Shuttle 
after its 2011 retirement. 

In 2020, SpaceX launched its first crewed flight, the 
Demo-2, becoming the first private company to place a 
person into orbit and dock a crewed spacecraft with the ISS. 
SpaceX began development of  the Starlink constellation 
of  low Earth orbit satellites in 2015 to provide satellite 
internet access, launching its first two prototype satellites in 
February 2018. A second set of  test satellites and the first 
large deployment of  a piece of  the constellation took place 
in May 2019, when the first 60 operational satellites were 
launched.

2003
Tesla Inc. – originally Tesla Motors – was incorporated 

in July 2003 by Martin Eberhard and Marc Tarpenning, 
who financed the company until the Series A round of  
funding. Both men played active roles in the company’s 
early development prior to Musk’s involvement. Musk led 
the Series A round of  investment in February 2004; he 
invested $6.5 million, became the majority shareholder, and 
joined Tesla’s board of  directors as chairman. 

He then took an active role within the company and 
oversaw Roadster product design, but was not deeply 
involved in the firm’s day-to-day business operations. After 
a series of  conflicts in 2007 and the 2008 financial crisis, 
Eberhard was ousted and Musk assumed leadership of  the 
company as CEO and product architect in 2008. He is the 
longest tenured CEO of  any automotive manufacturer 
globally. 

2016
Musk co-founded Neuralink, a neurotechnology start-

up which integrate the human brain with AI. Its purpose is 
to create devices that are embedded in the human brain to 
help the merging of  brain with machines. 

2016
Musk founded The Boring Company that develops 

infrastructures and construct tunnels. In early 2017, the 
company began discussions with regulatory bodies and 
started construction of  a deep “test trench” on the premises 
of  SpaceX’s offices as it required no permits. A tunnel 
beneath the Las Vegas Convention Centre was completed 
in early 2021. 
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Elon Musk is clearly an eccentric, not foreign to 
rumours and full of  controversies. The centibillionaire 
represents a different kind of  CEO who responds openly 
to criticism through social media. For one, Twitter is his 
main platform to vent and shares his views on things, but 
his Tweets is almost, always, controversial. With over 64 
million followers, saying that he is a fan of  Twitter would 
be an understatement. 

This tweet cost Tesla US$14 Billion and US$3 
billion was taken off Musk’s stakes.

How about a more recent one? Around US$5 
billion worth of  shares is sold after that. 

Remember this? JP Morgan is suing Tesla 
US$162 Million over Musk’s tweet from 2018. 

Him not agreeing with Covid-19 lockdown

Head scratcher?

Sarcasm at its finest. 

Really?
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Although Musk is a man 
embroiled with controversies, 
he is still hailed by many as a 
visionary. Equipped with ideas 
and took a path that not many 
dares to walk, he has made 
history with his innovative 
ideas. What sets him apart 
from others? His gallantness to 
try new things? Or was it his 
brilliant mind when it comes 
to business? We might never 
figure out how he plots his 
business course, but one thing’s 
for sure, he is an inspiration to 
many people. Here are some of  
his most inspirational quotes. 

When 
something 
is important 
enough, you do 
it even if  the 
odds are not in 
your favour.WHAT MAKES 

INNOVATIVE 
THINKING 
HAPPEN? I 
THINK IT’S 
REALLY A 
MINDSET. 

YOU HAVE TO 
DECIDE.

“It’s OK to have 
your eggs in one 
basket as long as 
you control what 
happens to that 
basket.”

When Henry Ford 
made cheap, reliable 

cars, people said, 
‘Nah, what’s wrong 
with a horse?’ That 
was a huge bet he 

made, and it worked.

“Some people 
don’t like change, 

but you need to 
embrace change if  

the alternative is 
disaster.”

PEOPLE SHOULD 
PURSUE WHAT THEY’RE 

PASSIONATE ABOUT. 
THAT WILL MAKE THEM 
HAPPIER THAN PRETTY 
MUCH ANYTHING ELSE.

People work better when they 
know what the goal is and why. It is 
important that people look forward to 
coming to work in the morning and 
enjoy working.

When somebody has a breakthrough 
innovation, it is rarely one little thing. Very rarely, 
is it one little thing. It’s usually a whole bunch 
of  things that collectively amount to a huge 
innovation.

“I always have optimism, but 
I’m realistic. It was not with the 

expectation of great success that I 
started Tesla or SpaceX… It’s just 
that I thought they were important 

enough to do anyway.”

STARTING AND GROWING A 
BUSINESS IS AS MUCH ABOUT 

THE INNOVATION, DRIVE, 
AND DETERMINATION OF THE 

PEOPLE BEHIND IT AS THE 
PRODUCT THEY SELL.
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The man, the fantasy, the legend. Elon Musk is one of  
the most intriguing CEOs with regards to the world. This 
South African tech investor drives the way in the EV and 
renewable markets, and he’s additionally behind Space X, the 
organization promising to make space travel a reality, in any 
event, for the normal individual. 

• Musk gets up every morning at around 7 am and he 
does not hit the snooze button, saying that it influences 
his exhibition. 

• He then showers, dresses, and partakes in a morning 
mug of  espresso. Most days, he skips breakfast. But 
when he has breakfast, he enjoys an omelette. 

• He referenced that showering is the main piece of  his 
day, saying that he doesn’t feel in the right headspace 
without his shower, and it’s a basic piece of  awakening 
and setting him up to confront the difficulties of  the 
day. 

• Musk claims he routinely works 80-to-100-hour work 
filled weeks, with a large portion of  his range of  abilities 
being centred around planing and designing work. 90 
percent of  his time at SpaceX includes configuration 
work, and it takes up 60 percent of  his day at Tesla. 

• He’s a productive multi-tasker who doesn’t take care 
of  messages and swears off a large portion of  his calls. 

SF: HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED HOW THE MILLIONAIRES 
AND BILLIONAIRES START AND END THEIR DAY? DO THEY 
SCROLL THEIR PHONES LIKE THE REST OF US WHEN THEY 
GET UP? HOW DO THEY FULLY UTILISE THE HOURS IN A 
DAY? WELL, WE’RE ABOUT TO FIND OUT. 

A PEAK 
INTO 
MILLIONAIRES’ 
LIVES  

ELON MUSK
“Persistence is very important.
You should not give up unless you are forced to give up.”
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Mondays and Fridays are spent at SpaceX in Los 
Angeles or Boca Chica and the remainder of  the week 
at Tesla in the San Francisco Bay Area. 

• This functioning timetable allows Elon 42 hours of  the 
week at Tesla and 40 hours at SpaceX.

• He is notorious for being mercilessly proficient in 
the work area, and he requests something similar 
of  his representatives. His opportunity in the early 
evening includes gatherings and chipping away at 
configuration projects. He is known to leave gatherings 
unexpectedly on the off chance that he thinks his time 
is being squandered and effectively debilitate pointless 
gatherings. 

• He frequently gets into a stream state where hours pass 
by without him seeing and he depends on his tough 
planning to keep him on target with his needs.

• In 2018, a New York Times profile on Musk said he was 
consistently working as long as 120 hours every week. 
Since the introduction of  his kid “X Æ A-12” (indeed, 
that is the child’s name), Musk chose to downsize on his 
hours to get greater quality time with his family. 

• He gets back from work at around 10 pm every evening, 
long after the more youthful children are sleeping. 
At that point, spends the following not many hours 
reading and watching anime (Evangelion and Death 
Note). Following a bustling day, he rests at 1 am.
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History made indeed. With a total asset of  more than 
$196 billion, he held the title of  the most extravagant man 
for almost 10 years until Elon Musk beat him to it.  

• He’s normally alert around 6:30 am. As indicated 
by Bezos, “I head to sleep early, I rise and shine 
early”.  

• Subsequent to rising, he is known to enjoy “putter” 
around the house toward the beginning of  the day. 
He’ll mix some espresso, read the papers, and by 
and large not start work. 

• When his children get up, he makes them breakfast, 
showing that he is not only a genius in business, 
but also a whizz in the kitchen. He even does the 
dishes.

• Bezos is usually at the Amazon HQ by 10 am. He. 
Is the most productive between 10 am and late 
morning, a period in which he handles the day’s 
need gatherings and desk work. 

• In the afternoon, he will either have gatherings in 
the early evening or visit the floor of  one of  his 
satisfaction places to show up. 

• By 5 pm he’s finished with work and anything 
remaining is pushed over to the next day.

• Evenings are commonly utilized for business 
suppers, where he appreciates more extraordinary 
menus. In the wake of  completing supper, Jeff 
heads home. He is a major devotee to having an 
early evening, and he’s normally in bed by 10:30 
pm.

JEFF BEZOS 
“Work hard, have fun, & make history.”
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WARREN 
BUFFET
“Without passion, you don’t have energy.
Without energy, you have nothing.”

Being one of  the richest person on the planet, Buffet 
has a reputation for being frugal. The CEO and chairman 
of  Berkshire Hathaway is still residing in the same house 
he purchased in 1958 for $31,500. As a matter of  fact, 
that man is notable for his economical ways of  managing 
money.

• Unlike the typical wealthy people, Buffet prefers 
living life casually. He starts his day after breakfast, 
where on most days he will simply sits in his 
office and peruse materials related to companies 
financial, market materials, monetary diaries, and 
financial backer reports. 

• Buffet spends most of  his afternoon reading papers 
and books, which he prefer over watching the news 
on TV. Some of  his favourite publications are 
NYT, WSJ, Washington Post, Financial Times, and 
the Omaha World-Herald. 

• The famous investor is well known for being strict 
with his timetable, and he gets bothered when 
individuals don’t regard his time. 

• He gets back home from the workplace somewhere 
in the range of  5 and 6 pm every day, and he may 
swing past the drive-through for a dinner. 

• Claiming that he values his rest, he retires to bed at 
10pm, proceeding to read for about 30 minutes or 
so before finally turning in at 10.45pm. 

• Generally speaking, Buffet carries on with a 
fascinating way of  life that is to some degree 
straightforward and like that of  a six-year-old, 
however with the obligations of  the world’s best 
financial backer.
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THE DIGITAL 
AGE OF CURRENCIES
BITCOIN, OFTEN KNOWN AS CRYPTOCURRENCY, IS A TYPE 
OF MONEY THAT IS COMPLETELY VIRTUAL. LIKE AN ONLINE 
VERSION OF CASH, IT CAN BE USED TO BUY PRODUCT 
AND SERVICES. HOWEVER, MANY SHOPS HAVE YET TO 
ACCEPT BITCOINS AND SOME COUNTRIES HAVE BANNED IT 
ALTOGETHER. 

Investment
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Who created Bitcoin?
Bitcoin was developed by Satoshi Nakamoto, although 

many presumed the name to be a pseudonym. Nakamoto 
also authored the Bitcoin white paper, and created and 
deployed Bitcoin’s original reference implementation. As part 
of  the implementation, he also devised the first blockchain 
database. Nakamoto was active in the development of  
Bitcoin up until December 2010. Till now, no one really 
know the true identity of  Nakamoto and various people have 
claimed, or have been claimed to be Nakamoto. 

How does it work?
Each Bitcoin is technically a computer file that is stored 

in a digital wallet app on smartphones or computers. Hence, 
people can send Bitcoins to your digital wallet or vice versa. 
Every transaction is recorded in a public list called the 
blockchain. With the blockchain, it is possible to trace the 
history of  Bitcoins to stop people from spending coins they 
do not own, making copies or to undo transactions.  

How to people obtain Bitcoin?
1. Buying it with real money
2. Sell things and let people pay with Bitcoins
3. Created using a computer

How are Bitcoins created?
Bitcoins are created using powerful computers. The 

process is called mining. Nonetheless, it could be years before 
you can get a single Bitcoin even if  you start mining now. 
That is because the computers are made to work out difficult 
sums. However, the sums are becoming more and more 
difficult to stop too many Bitcoins from being generated. 
In the end, you could end up spending more money on 
electricity for your computer than the Bitcoin would be 
worth. 

How do you store Bitcoins?
Bitcoin has gained international acceptance and 

it continues to grow in popularity. Unlike stocks, 
cryptocurrencies from crypto exchange can be withdraw 
and stored in an outside wallet. If  you’re looking to store 
Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies, it is best to find the best 
option available. After scouring the web and looking at 
reviews, these are some of  the best Bitcoin wallets available. 

Exodus
• If  you are a beginner trying your hands on 

cryptocurrencies, Exodus might be the best option to start 
because it is free and has good customer support and optional 
support for cold storage. It is available as a desktop wallet and 
mobile wallet, with a very simple user interface and an exchange 
built-in. One of  its most popular features is the ability to swap 
between a growing number of  cryptocurrencies. Exodus 
allows for swaps between over 150 different cryptocurrencies. 
While it is great for beginners, more advance users might find 
some features lacking. 

Electrum
• Electrum has been around since 2011 and it is one of  

the original Bitcoin wallets. Little has changed since then. 
Electrum excels at its primary functions, but it is more suited 
for advance users due to its complex options. It is open source, 
allows its users to set custom transaction fees, and has the 
option to choose between legacy Bitcoin and Segwit. Electrum 
allows its users to choose the level of  security they wish to use. 

Mycelium
• Mycelium is only available in mobile app, so users who 

prefer to store their cryptocurrencies in the wallet might prefer 
this. It is an open-sourced Bitcoin wallet. Mycelium currently 
only supports Bitcoin, ETH, and ERC-20 tokens. In a way, 
it is similar to the Electrum wallet. The differences between 
them are Mycelium is mobile-only, has a more refreshed user 
interface than Electrum, and has built-in exchange. Similar 
to Electrum, Mycelium is one of  the earlier wallets and users 
can set custom transaction fees so you can choose how long 
you’re willing to wait for a transaction to be completed. Some 
interesting features are also available on Mycelium, such as 
hardware wallet support, allowing users to hold their Bitcoin 
in an offline storage device while still using Mycelium’s user 
interface to see their holdings.
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Trezor Model T
• Trezor is chosen here because of  its security strength. 

It comes with the strongest security features and track record 
of  any reviewed hardware wallet. Trezor is synonymous with 
crypto cold wallet storage. Its Model T is the second generation 
of  hardware wallets they have created. It gives user the ability 
to access third-party exchanges directly in its website interface. 
But the downside of  this hardware is that it is priced at US 
$195, which hardly justifies the price.  The Model T comes 
with a touch screen, which can be easier for a beginner than 
the buttons available in their previous model. It also comes 
with a MicroSD card slot, allowing users to use MicroSD 
cards to encrypt the PIN to further protect the device from 
attacks. Besides the MicroSD card slot, the Model T comes 
with a USB Type-C cable so that you can connect it to your 
smartphones or desktop computers. Currently, the Trezor 
Model T supports more than 1,800 different cryptocurrencies.   

Ledger Nano S
Lastly, we have the Ledger Nano S, an affordable entry 

point into cold storage hardware wallets. The device is the 
first-generation hardware wallet introduced by Ledger, one 
of  the first hardware wallets ever made. It is compatible with 
over 1800 cryptocurrencies. Unlike the Trezor Model T, it 
does not come with a USB Type-C cable, so users with a 
more advance smartphones may find trouble connecting to 
their device. However, the Nano S only has enough storage 
to make wallets for a limited number of  cryptocurrencies at 
a time. If  you were to delete an app to add another type of  
cryptocurrency, their online guide says it will not affect your 
assets. Although you have deleted the wallet and the crypto 
within it, it can still be seen in Ledger Live, but the wallet will 
not be seen on the device itself. If  you like to send or receive 
to the particular wallet you have deleted, you might need to 

delete another wallet to make room. Priced at US $59, the 
Ledger Nano S is a fantastic wallet for those looking to store 
their cryptocurrency safely at a reasonable price. It is easy to 
use, making it ideal for beginners looking for safe and simple 
storage for a handful of  cryptocurrencies.  

Why do people want Bitcoins?
The main reason why Bitcoins are a hot commodity right 

now is because of  the fact that it is not controlled by the 
government or the banks. On top of  that, you are able to 
spend the currency anonymously. Nobody would know your 
account number unless you told them, albeit all transactions 
are recorded. In January 2021, the value of  Bitcoin surged 
significantly after Elon Musk said he was a big supporter of  
Bitcoin. His support for online currencies in recent years 
caused a shift in their value due to his wealth and influence. 

Is it safe?
As every transaction is recorded publicly, it makes it 

difficult to copy Bitcoins, make fake ones or spend other 
people’s Bitcoins. Nevertheless, it is possible to lose your 
Bitcoin wallet or ‘accidentally’ delete your Bitcoins and lose 
them forever. Such incident happened to an IT engineer, 
James Howells who accidentally threw away the hard drive 
of  an old computer containing 7,500 Bitcoins back in 2013. 
Until today, he has not given up on his quest to retrieve his 
lost coins. There have also been thefts from websites that let 
you store your Bitcoins remotely. 

Others have expressed concerns regarding the fluctuating 
value of  Bitcoins over the years since it was created in 2009. 
Some people do not agree with investing real money into 
Bitcoins. This concern was voiced by the head of  The 
Bank of  England, Andrew Bailey, in October 2020. He said 
that he was “very nervous” about people using Bitcoin for 
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payments pointing out that investors should realise its price 
is extremely volatile.  

Some of  the most expensive things 
ever bought with Bitcoins

• In May 2010, Laszlo Hanyecz paid 10,000 Bitcoins for 
two delivered Papa John’s pizza. 10,000 Bitcoins was around 
$41 at that time. Nine months after the purchase, Bitcoin was 
on par with the US dollar, making the pizzas worth $10,000. 
Five years later the two pizzas were valued at $2.4 million. 
Today, the pizza order is the equivalent of  over $93 million.

• VinWiki CTO Peter Saddington purchased a $200,000 
2015 Lamborghini Huracan for 45 Bitcoins back in 2017. 
Back then, 45 Bitcoin is worth around $420,000. 

• Bitcoin investor Michael Komaransky sold 
his Miami mansion for 445 Bitcoin, 
equivalent to $6 million at the time 
of  sale back in 2018. 

• A painting depicting a 
personification of  Bitcoin 
in the place of  Jesus, 
surrounded by various 
allegorical figures from the 
crypto subculture, named 

Bitcoin Supper was sold for 4.65 Bitcoin ($2,900 at the time) 
after a bidding war, making it the most expensive Bitcoin 
painting ever sold. 

Bitcoin and Elon Musk
If  you are avid reader of  Elon Musk and cryptocurrencies, 

you will likely notice the pattern where the prices of  
cryptocurrencies move according to what the billionaire 
said or tweets. Being the loudest voice in the cryptocurrency 
world, the Tesla founder often use Twitter to post about 
various digital assets, causing wild swings in their prices. 
Prices of  several large cryptocurrencies went on a wild ride 
in recent months in response to his statements and actions 
at Tesla. Dogecoin plummeted in May after Musk appeared 
on Saturday Night Live and called it a “hustle.” That same 

month, Musk said Tesla would stop accepting Bitcoin 
as payment because of  the huge amount of  

energy used to mine it, causing the price 
to fall. 

However, earlier this year, the digital 
coin saw an exponential spike in value 
after Musk changed his twitter profile to 
“#Bitcoin.” Subsequently, in February, 
Tesla bought $1.5 billion worth of  
Bitcoin. Following the purchase, 
Bitcoins’ prices surged to a new high.
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he newest addition to Rolex’s women collection is the Oyster 
Perpetual Lady-Datejust. This all-time classic is finely crafted, 
perpetuating tradition while combining elegance with precision. 
The watch is made of  18 carat yellow gold with bezel set of  46 
brilliant cut diamonds and 10 diamonds set perfectly on its white 

mother-of-pearl dial.
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